Railroads are the vital backbone for America’s economy. Transporting more freight than any other mode of transportation; railroads keep our industries moving. We manufacture over **350 parts** for the rail industry alone and understand the need for durable and reliable parts. Whether you work with Class I Railroads, Shortline & Regional Railways, Switching & Terminals, Passenger Railroads, or Urban/Light Rail, Ketchie parts can help your products perform at their best.

With the increase in commuter and light rail systems and a national emphasis on renewing and upgrading existing tracks, Ketchie will make sure you have your parts ready **when** you need them.

Manufacturers of equipment exposed to high impact forces found in ballast work, tamping, cribbing, yard cleaning, or any maintenance-of-way work rely on Ketchie to keep them leading their industry. We work with original equipment manufacturers and companies doing rebuilding, servicing and repair work. No matter what your need, we’re here to help you succeed.

**Put Ketchie quality to work for you today!**

---

**A Ketchie little rail story . . .**

A rail industry manufacturer was importing forgings for us to machine. They were disappointed in the quality of their raw material, the purchase volume required, and the expense and time of intercontinental shipping. Our team went to work for our client to find options to help improve their margin on this piece. We were able to determine that the composition of steel bar stock would provide the same high quality product at a significant cost saving and allow our client to support our American economy by using a domestic source. Ketchie cut our customer’s production cycle time by over 60% and saved them over 25%.

**We don’t just make parts, we make solutions.**